
   Picture Books

 The Gruffalo's Child
by Julia Donaldson

ISBN: 9781405020466
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Pan Macmillan Limited
Pub. Date: 2005-10-01
Pages: 32
Price: $9.99

One dark night the Gruffalo's child disobeys her father's warnings and ventures out into the snow. After all, the Big Bad Mouse doesn't really exist... does
he?

 Hanukkah Bear
by Eric A. Kimmel

ISBN: 9780823428557
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Holiday House Inc
Pub. Date: 2013-09-01
Pages: 32
Price: $20.95

Almost blind and deaf, a woman known for her delicious latkes mistakes a visiting bear for her rabbi. A retelling of The Chanukkah Guest (Holiday House,
1990, o.p.) with new illustrations.

 How To Train A Train
by Jason Carter Eaton

ISBN: 9780763663070
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2013-09-24
Pages: 48
Price: $19.00

Everything you need to know about finding, keeping, and training your very own pet train.

Finding advice on caring for a dog, a cat, a fish, even a dinosaur is easy. But what if somebody's taste in pets runs to the more mechanical kind? What about
those who like cogs and gears more than feathers and fur? People who prefer the call of a train whistle to the squeal of a guinea pig? Or maybe dream of a
smudge of soot on their cheek, not slobber? In this spectacularly illustrated picture book, kids who love locomotives (and what kid doesn't?) will discover
where trains live, what they like to eat, and the best train tricks around--everything it takes to lay the tracks for a long and happy friendship. All aboard!
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 Journey

by Aaron Becker

ISBN: 9780763660536
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2013-08-06
Pages: 40
Price: $18.00

Follow a girl on an elaborate flight of fancy in a wondrously illustrated, wordless picture book about self-determination -- and unexpected friendship.

A lonely girl draws a magic door on her bedroom wall and through it escapes into a world where wonder, adventure, and danger abound. Red marker in
hand, she creates a boat, a balloon, and a flying carpet that carry her on a spectacular journey toward an uncertain destiny. When she is captured by a sinister
emperor, only an act of tremendous courage and kindness can set her free. Can it also lead her home and to her heart's desire? With supple line, luminous
color, and nimble flights of fancy, author-illustrator Aaron Becker launches an ordinary child on an extraordinary journey toward her greatest and most
exciting adventure of all.

 Little Mouse's Big Book Of Beasts
by Emily Gravett

ISBN: 9780230745384
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: PAN Macmillan UK
Pub. Date: 2013-08-30
Pages: 32
Price: $19.99

Little Mouse is back -- with a whole host of terrifying beasts!
 Little Mouse has found a new book, and this time it's full of scary creatures. Undaunted, he bravely sets about removing or altering all the scariest bits: cosy
mittens to cover the lion's claws, ruby lips to replace the shark's teeth -- and he even pole vaults out of the way of the bear!
 Full of flaps, jokes and Emily Gravett's trademark wit, with a brilliantly satisfying ending, this is a worthy successor to Little Mouse's Big Book of Fears.

 Madeline and the Old House in Paris
by John B. Marciano

ISBN: 9780670784851
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Madeline
Publisher: Viking Juvenile
Pub. Date: 2013-10-08
Pages: 48
Price: $19.00

Madeline and her favorite companion in mischief, Pepito, embark on their wildest adventure yet. When ghostly moans lead them to the attic of the old house
in Paris, they discover Felix de La Morte, who has lingered there for hundreds of years, waiting for the return of a certain comet. With the comet due to
return the very next day, the poor fellow's telescope has been stolen by mean Lord Cucuface, and it is up to Madeline and Pepito to get it back. A nighttime
trip across Paris, a midnight apparition, and all is happily resolved in time for the three new friends to view the comet on a starry night.
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 Mr. Wuffles!

by David Wiesner

ISBN: 9780618756612
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2013-10-01
Pages: 32
Price: $22.99

In a near wordless masterpiece that could only have been devised by David Wiesner, a cat named Mr. Wuffles doesn't care about toy mice or toy goldfish.
He's much more interested in playing with a little spaceship full of actual aliens--but the ship wasn't designed for this kind of rough treatment. Between
motion sickness and damaged equipment, the aliens are in deep trouble. When the space visitors dodge the cat and take shelter behind the radiator to repair
the damage, they make a host of insect friends. The result? A humorous exploration of cooperation between aliens and insects, and of the universal nature of
communication involving symbols, "cave" paintings, and gestures of friendship.

 Once Upon A Memory
by Nina Laden

ISBN: 9780316208161
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
Pub. Date: 2013-12-03
Pages: 40
Price: $19.00

Does a feather remember it once was a bird?

Does a book remember it once was a word?

When a feather drifts through a child's window, a magical journey begins. As the boy follows the feather, he is swept away to a world filled with adorable
animals, where fantasy and reality come together in surprising and playful ways. From the cake that once was grain to the ocean that once was rain,
whimsical "before" and "after" scenes offer readers a peek at the world as seen through the eyes of a curious child, ultimately asking the question, "What will
you remember?" 

Nina Laden's poetic and cleverly woven text is perfectly paired with bestselling artist Renata Liwska's captivating illustrations. Together they create a story
that will keep readers enchanted long after the journey has ended.

 When Charley Met Grampa
by Amy Hest

ISBN: 9780763653149
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2013-09-10
Pages: 40
Price: $18.00

The creators of Charley's First Night return with a tale of a boy, a puppy, and a grampa -- an enchanting picture book bearing all the hallmarks of a classic.

It's a snowy day, and Grampa is coming by train for a visit. Henry can't wait! He sets out with Charley, his beloved pup, pulling a sled for Grampa's suitcase.
To pass time at the station, Henry tells Charley about Grampa -- how he has the longest feet and snores wild, and how he doesn't know how to be friends
with a dog. At last Grampa arrives, but when a sudden gust of wind blows his hat away, Charley disappears into the whirling snow -- and returns, to their
relief, carrying Grampa's green cap! With lyrical simplicity, Amy Hest narrates a small, turning moment in the life of a child and a grandparent, while Helen
Oxenbury renders every gesture and detail with signature warmth and charm.
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 Where My Wellies Take Me

by Michael Morpurgo

ISBN: 9780763666293
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Candlewick Press
Pub. Date: 2013-08-27
Pages: 110
Price: $34.00

A lavish, keepsake  collection  of poetry, beautiful artwork, and unforgettable  treasures from acclaimed children's book author Michael Morpurgo, woven
around a girl's adventures on a countryside walk.

Pippa loves staying with her Aunty Peggy. She loves going for walks, whether it is sunny or cold -- long, wandering walks where her wellies take her.
Follow Pippa into the beautiful countryside as her day unfolds, and the wildlife, animals, and people she encounters are complemented by relevant poems
from some of our greatest authors, personally chosen by Clare and Michael Morpurgo. Part poetry anthology, part children's scrapbook, this is a truly lavish
project designed to instill a love of language in young children.
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